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Introducing Solar Shading Systems
Motorized Plantation Shutters

Classic Wood Shutters With Multiple Panel LouverLevel™ Control
SSS•530 Eye
Automation
System

SSS•545
Keypad

Drawing not to scale.

SSS•535 or
SSS•550 Transmitter

Our exclusive SSS-525 LouverLevel ™

learning capabilities to be programmed
to operate our shutters.
The louvers may be placed in one of
5 preset positions or tilted to any
degree of openness you desire. The
controllers networked together have the
ability to operate up to 50 panels individually, as a group or any combination of sub-groups.

controller combines the latest technology with practical operation of our Solar
Shading Systems Motorized Plantation
Shutters. The controller operates via
infrared commands from our transmitter
or wall mounted keypad. The infrared
codes are all learnable which allows
any home automation system with
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SSS•545 Key Pad

SSS-535 Programmable touch-

SSS-550 Programmable touch-

combines the convenience or
wall mounted control with a
face-mounted infrared receiving
eye for remote operation. The
key pad will operate up to 30
motors, individually or as a
complete group. The keypad is
connected to our control network via one single telephone
cord.

screen can operate up to 50
shutter motors, individually or as
a complete group. The transmitter may be used up to 75 feet
away from the receiving eye.
Use the transmitter to place the
louvers in one of 5 pre-set positions or any position you desire.

screen can operate up to 50
shutter motors, individually or as
a complete group. The SSS-550
may also be used to operate up
to 50 other Solar Shading
Systems shades, blinds, drapery
tracks and motorized blinds as
well as other infrared systems
such as TV’s, DVD players,
stereo’s, VCR’s etc.

SSS-528 IR Eye with 2” lead,
can be mounted in SSS-530
box.(SSS-531 for J-Box mount).
Custom lead length available to
100’, or use our infrared booster and go another 1000’. The
small size, 1/4 x 1/4 square,
allows you to easily hide eye
within design.
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Plantation shutters– the beautiful,

large louvered window coverings
designed by the Romans more
than 2000 years ago–are more
popular today than ever before.
Contemporary decorators and
designers appreciate the timeless
beauty of their straight, parallel
lines, and more and more of them
recognize that plantation shutters compliment every style of
décor, from traditional to the most contemporary.
Now Solar Shading Systems®, an industry leader in
motorized window treatments, brings plantation shutters’
functional attributes into the 21st century. Introducing
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Solar Shading Systems Motorized Plantation Shutters with
multiple panel LouverLevel™ control. Classic, individually
handcrafted, solid wood shutters that incorporate state-ofthe-art motorization technology. These elegant shutters utilize miniature, low voltage motors hidden in each shutter

panel to position louvers automatically, maintaining precisely
the same angle for every louver. Louvers in as many as 50
shutter panels can be instantly opened, closed or adjusted
individually, or as a group, at the same time by pressing a
button on your handheld remote or keypad.

ur exclusive
V6 motor system
seamlessly integrates with the
LouverLevel™ control system. Motors
and operating
system are virtually
invisible from exterior viewing, and
carry the full Solar
Shading System
5-year electrical
warranty.

Motors are in backside of frame.

Back side motor cover.
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olar Shading Systems Plantation
Shutter louvers are available in
three different widths: 2 1⁄2”, 3 1⁄2”
and 4 1⁄2”.
5 user definable louver positions:
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olar Shading Systems
Motorized Plantation Shutters are handcrafted, one at a time, from the finest
basswood. A broad selection of
washes, stains and paints are
offered. Fifty colors are standard, and computerized
custom color matches are
available. Shutters are
backed with a limited
lifetime warranty.

Shutters can follow the

shape of most windows, maintaining
the integrity of the interior and exterior design. Perfect arch plantation shutters are easily motorized, operated, and integrated with the same handheld
remote or keypad.

Precise placement of the louvers is as easy as

turning on a light switch with our handheld
remote transmitter or keypad. You may also
utilize 5 pre-set louver positions with the
touch of one button. The 5 preset positions
will operate each panel individually or
in groups up to 50. These positions
are user definable and may be
altered to fit the most discerning
client needs.
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